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No two ageisms are the same: testing measurement invariance in
ageism experience across Europe
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The article focuses on the topic of measurement invariance (equivalence) testing
in comparative research. Measurement invariance is the basic requirement for
comparative data and should be addressed by researchers before any interna-
tional comparison begins. In the article, multiple-group confirmatory factor anal-
ysis is first performed to describe three methods of measurement invariance
testing (configural, metric, and scalar). Subsequently, this procedure is applied
to the case of measuring experience with ageism against seniors in the quantita-
tive European Social Survey, Round 4. Measurement invariance in the concept
is tested across 29 states participating in the survey. Hypotheses about the
sources of the lack of measurement invariance between some countries are then
tested by comparing the parameters of the models identified for different groups
of European states. Finally, evidence of international comparability of items
measuring experience with ageism against seniors is summarized and implica-
tions for other areas of comparative social research are discussed.

Keywords: measurement invariance; ageism; European Social Survey

Introduction

Measurement invariance is the basic requirement for data used in comparative
research. Its absence may result in misinterpretation of results when differences
caused by various measurement errors are interpreted as cultural differences in opin-
ions, values, or experiences. The question of comparability of (not only) interna-
tional data is answered by applying the method of measurement invariance testing
(Comsa, 2010; Robert, Lee, & Chan, 2006; Schmitt & Kuljanin, 2008; Steenkamp &
Baumgartner, 1998; Steinmetz, Schmidt, Tina-Booh, Wieczorek & Schwartz, 2009;
Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). The primary goal of this paper is to present this
method, emphasize its importance, and apply it on the issue of ageism in the quanti-
tative European Social Survey, Round 4 (ESS4). The findings will be used (1) to
decide which of the 29 countries taking part in the ESS4 can be included in a mean-
ingful comparative analysis of ageism in Europe, and (2) to discuss the cultural
sources of the lack of measurement invariance in age discrimination in the other
countries. The results will also serve to evidence the quality of a highly-standardized
international survey such as the ESS4 and to illustrate the pitfalls of comparative
analysis in the study of other types of discrimination in society.
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The theory section of this article presents the concept of ageism and the method
of measurement invariance testing. Subsequently, hypotheses about the form of
measurement invariance in the specific study of ageism against seniors are
formulated. The empirical section characterizes the data and models tested, the
testing criteria, and the results. The concluding discussion both summarizes the
main findings and describes its implications for further research in the field of
discrimination based on (not only) age.

The concept of ageism

The concept of ageism was first used by American psychiatrist and gerontologist
Butler (1969) in the late 60s of the last century. Over the following forty years,
interest in the study of this phenomenon grew steeply and ageism as a word gradu-
ally became as well-known as sexism or racism. According to a simple definition
by American sociologist Palmore, ageism is ‘any prejudice or discrimination
against or in favor of an age group’ (Palmore, 1990, p. 4). Although ageism means
discrimination on the basis of any age (including young age), most studies in this
area focus on the dimension of discrimination against seniors. So does the present
article.

Nowadays, the topic of ageism is more relevant than ever before because of
changes of demographic structure in developed countries. People live longer and
the relative proportion of older people is growing. At the same time, people are
healthier and more active due to advances in medicine and changes in lifestyle. In
spite of that, the society does not seem to be abandoning some stereotypical notions
of seniors. In this context, growing interest in ageism studies results in increased
efforts to build empirical evidence about its extent, form, and causes. Attempts to
explain the causes of ageism have had mixed results so far. Demographic, value,
psychological, media, political, economic, and institutional factors are mentioned
among the possible causes. Comparative research represents a suitable way of
studying the causes of ageism because these causes often root in culture (Schoen-
berg & Lewis, 2005).

Although comparative international studies of ageism have been conducted
before (e.g. Active Age, 2005; Eurobarometer, 2002), none of them focused on test-
ing the assumption about measurement invariance in people’s experiences with age-
ism across Europe which were being described. Given the highly symbolic nature
of the concept of ageism, one can reasonably doubt that experiences with acts of
prejudice or discrimination are both perceived and reported equivalently by respon-
dents from different countries. What is considered grave disrespect and discrimina-
tion by one people can be perceived as harmless and irrelevant by members of
another. It is precisely the issue of equal understanding and reflection of ageism
experiences in the survey’s response scales that can be addressed by the method of
measurement invariance testing.

Measurement invariance

Measurement model

The argument that measurement invariance ought to be tested across groups
(nations) builds on the assumption that the observed value of the concept depends
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not only on its latent (actual) value but also on other parameters of the
measurement model. The model characterizes the relationship between the latent
concept which we intend to measure and the observed values of manifest indicators
(Saris & Gallhofer, 2007, pp. 329–335; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998; Wicherts,
Dolan, & Hessen, 2005). Thus, before describing the procedure of invariance
testing, I shall clarify the different parts of the measurement model. A standard
measurement model takes the form of Formula 1:

y ¼ sþ kCPþ n ð1Þ

where y= observed value, CP= actual value of the concept we want to measure,
τ= intercept term, or the y value for CP= 0, λ= regression slope, or regression coef-
ficient, and ξ = random error caused by other factors.

The model of measuring the concept by means of a questionnaire question can
be depicted as a regression line (Figure 1). This is a function of response to a ques-
tion that represents the given latent concept ideally. Intercept τ= 0, i.e. when the
concept equals zero, respondents choose zero on the response scale indicating the
concept. At the same time, regression coefficient λ = 1, i.e. respondents increase
their answers on the response scale by one every time the value of the concept
grows by one.

However, the measurement model may take very different forms as well.
Various combinations of the τ and λ values may result in a situation depicted in
Figure 2. Bold lines represent the regression lines of the concept’s measurement by
the indicator in four theoretical groups of respondents (G1–G4). Dotted lines show
how the same actual value of the concept may result in four highly divergent
observed values y in four different measurement models.

If we find a situation in the data where the regression line of the relationship
between the concept and the indicator differs across groups, then we can assume
that the given question does not measure the same concept in all the groups, or at
least it does not measure it in the same ways. Thus, it would be misleading to
merely compare the mean values of answers to the question across the group.

Measurement invariance testing

Measurement invariance occurs if there are no significant differences between the
measurement models in each group of respondents (here, people living in different

Figure 1. The regression line for τ= 0 and λ= 1.
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countries), i.e. observed values y represent the values of concept CP similarly in all
groups (Robert et al., 2006; Saris & Gallhofer, 2007, pp. 329–335; Schmitt & Kulj-
anin, 2008; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998; Steinmetz et al., 2009; Vandenberg
& Lance, 2000). At least three indicators measuring the concept are necessary for
measurement invariance testing. These three indicators of a single concept allow us
to formulate a system of equations (Formulas 2–4) which can be solved through
confirmatory factor analysis.

y1 ¼ s1 þ k11CPþ n1 ð2Þ

y2 ¼ s2 þ k21CPþ n2 ð3Þ

y3 ¼ s3 þ k31CPþ n3 ð4Þ

Thus, to test measurement invariance means to apply this system of equations
and answer three important questions: (1) Are we measuring the same concept in
all groups? (2) Are the measurement parameters equal across nations?, and (3) Can
differences in manifest scores be interpreted as actual differences in the latent
concept? (Steinmetz et al., 2009).

Measurement invariance in ageism against seniors: the model and research
hypotheses

The ESS4, measured the concept of ageism experience by means of three questions.
All three were retrospective and inquired about the frequency of respondents’ past-
year experiences with ageism. A response scale from 0 to 4 was used where 0
meant ‘never’ and 4 ‘very often.’ The questions were worded as follows:

Q1: Using this card please tell me how often, in the past year, anyone has shown pre-
judice against you or treated you unfairly because of your age?

Q2: And how often, if at all, in the past year have you felt that someone showed you
a lack of respect because of your age, for instance by ignoring or patronizing you?

Q3: In particular, how often in the past year has someone treated you badly because
of your age, for example by insulting you, abusing you, or refusing you services?

Figure 2. The regression line for different non-zero values of τ and λ.
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The three questions on ageism experience were asked of all respondents, irrespec-
tive of their age. Indeed, according to the definition of ageism, this type of discrimi-
nation may affect a person of any age. In this text, however, attention is paid
specifically to ageism against old age. This is because ageism against young age (or
other age groups) can be expected to have different causes and manifestations and,
overall, to be conceptually different from ageism against seniors. If the research
sample was not limited to respondents of one age group, the study would be too
complicated and its findings difficult to interpret. Moreover, as demonstrated by
prior studies, measurement invariance may be problematic not only between
cultures but also between age groups or other social categories, even for questions
that are much less associated with age (Anderson, Lievens, Dam, & Born, 2006;
Steinmetz et al., 2009; Tucker, Ozer, Lyubomirsky, & Boehm, 2006; Wicherts
et al., 2005).

If we want to study ageism against old age, we should only include in the anal-
ysis answers by respondents we consider ‘old.’ The quotation marks are to suggest
the symbolic nature of the notion of old age – its strong dependence on both cul-
tural context and subjective perception at the individual level. That said, I consider
limiting the research sample by age to be the purest possible solution. Seventy years
will be chosen as the cutoff age for including respondents in the sample, thus for
their being perceived as seniors. This value was chosen based on recommendations
arising from sociologists’ discussion during the preparations of the ESS from which
the present article takes its data; the ESS used the cutoff value of 70 years in ques-
tions mapping respondents’ attitudes to seniors. The fact that this value is not
selected randomly or by error is confirmed by analyses of other questions asked in
the ESS. In the different countries, the average age at which respondents thought
old age begins was around 63 years. In no European country was old age perceived
to begin at a higher age than 70 (the highest age, 68 years, was stated by Greeks).
Thus, a 70-year-old person can be expected to be considered old by most of Eur-
ope’s population and therefore, that person’s experience with discrimination on the
basis of age can be understood as discrimination against old age. This justifies
using a unified cutoff value of 70 years for including respondents in a study of mea-
surement invariance in ageism against seniors.

Let us now return to the three above-mentioned indicators of ageism against
seniors used in this study. A frequency chart (Graph 1) was plotted for the second
question on experiences with ageism. The data presented in the chart are already
limited to respondents aged 70 or older. It is clear that seniors across Europe reflect
highly divergent experiences with acts of a lack of respect (hereinafter referred to
as disrespect), from almost 70% disrespected seniors in Slovakia and the Czech
Republic to 17% in The Netherlands and 16% in Sweden. These figures alone beg
some interpretation. However, as noted by Saris and Gallhofer (2007, p. 339),
among others, international comparison derived from answers to a single item with-
out any information about measurement invariance is at least courageous. Therefore,
this article uses a different method of international comparison based on (1)
measurement invariance testing and (2) comparison of latent means among states
with demonstrated measurement invariance.

Three manifest variables measured by the above questions will serve as
reflective indicators of the latent concept of perceived ageism against seniors in
society. Question 1 will be shortly referred to as level of experience with prejudice,
Question 2 as level of experience with disrespect, and Question 3 as level of
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experience with age discrimination. The relationship between these indicators and
the concept is modeled in Figure 3.

Hypothesis 1, as tested in this article, is as follows: Ageism measurement is not
invariant in all 29 states. The related question is which of the participating coun-
tries can be considered comparable. Empirical texts on measurement invariance test-
ing often conclude by confirming or rejecting this hypothesis without attempting to
explain any substantive sources of the lack of measurement invariance (e.g. Byrne,
1994; Comsa, 2010). On one hand, such procedure is understandable given the pos-
sible complex sources of divergence between the parameters of the measurement
model in different cultures. On the other hand, some readers may perceive an article
such a conclusion as unfinished story because to explain the lack of measurement
invariance might be the most important part of the story. Therefore, in this article, I
will attempt to map some reasons of the lack of measurement invariance in ageism
across countries and draw some implications not only for ageism studies but also
for studies of other forms of discrimination.

In an inspiring article, Robert et al. (2006) describe 11 factors that may affect
measurement invariance, distinguishing between four groups: culture, language and
translation, respondent’s membership in organizations, and interview context. This

1 2 31 2 3

2 31

Ageism

y1

Prejudice

y2 y3

Disrespect Discrimination

Figure 3. A model of measuring ageism in society.

Graph 1. Experiences with acts of disrespect based on age, international comparison.
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article only pays attention to cultural factors influencing measurement invariance
because the empirical section focuses on testing international measurement invari-
ance (see Robert et al., 2006, for details about other factors influencing measure-
ment invariance).

Different meanings of the measured concept in different cultures can be
expected to represent an important cultural factor of the lack of measurement invari-
ance. What people in one country consider patronizing, disrespectful, or unfair may
seem normal or irrelevant to another country’s citizens. This gives rise to the sec-
ond hypothesis of this article, namely that the lack of measurement invariance in
ageism experience results from higher sensitivity of people living in countries with
longer democratic traditions in identifying prejudice or disrespect in people’s
actions. Thus, irrespective of the total scores of the concept of ageism, I assume
higher regression coefficients λ1 and λ2 among seniors from Western and Northern
European countries, compared to those from Eastern (or even Central) Europe.

The last, third hypothesis also assumes cultural effects on measurement invari-
ance. It assumes divergent effects of social desirability, which exists in all cultures
but may take specific cultural forms (Robert et al., 2006). The hypothesis is worded
as follows: the lack of measurement invariance is also caused by the fact that in
countries where the topic of demographic panic and intergenerational conflict lies
in the centre of public attention, it is more socially desirable for seniors to report
experiences with prejudice and disrespect. Thus, we expect different results for
countries where the topic of demographic aging and the often related issue of ‘gen-
erational war’ is more popular and where, as a result, complaints about disrespect
for seniors belong to normal conversation repertoire. Therefore, I expect relatively
higher values of intercepts τ1 and τ2 in these countries, compared to countries where
this topic is less popular.

The question is which countries are more involved in the issue of intergenera-
tional conflict. To simplify the answer, I will use the indicator of demographic fore-
cast in individual countries. The issue of demographic aging can be expected to be
more burning for countries which are predicted to experience the largest growth of
seniors’ proportion in the population structure in the following years (till 2050).
These include countries in Central and Eastern Europe and the Iberian Peninsula
(Eurostat, 2011).1

Data and methods

Data

I tested the above three hypotheses on data from the ESS4. The ESS,2 a long-term
project of social research, mainly consists of international quantitative surveys of
values, attitudes, behavior, and sociodemographic and sociostructural characteristics
of populations in European countries. The surveys are implemented every 2 years.
The ESS4 took place from 2008 to 2009 in 29 states: Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Lithuania, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
Rumania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine,
and the UK. Data were collected by means of face-to-face interviewing, mostly with
paper questionnaires. It is the ESS4 which contained a special module of questions
on ‘Experiences and Expressions of Ageism,’ including the above-mentioned three
questions about experiences with different acts of ageism.
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As stated in the previous section, the sample was limited to respondents aged
70 or older for the sake of conceptual clarity. By limiting the sample, I obtained a
more compact data-set of a total of 6857 seniors, i.e. an average of 235 seniors per
country. The number of senior respondents differs between countries, from 120 in
Croatia to 475 in Portugal, depending on the total number of respondents and the
demographic structure of the sample. Data-sets of this size are perfectly sufficient
for testing the required structural model of ageism.

Characterizing the models

The method of multi-group confirmatory factor analysis was used to test
measurement invariance. The model depicted in Figure 3 was tested on all 29
countries taking part in the ESS4. Three types of measurement invariance character-
ized by increasingly restrictive models were tested (Milfont & Fischer, 2010;
Schmitt & Kuljanin, 2008; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998; Steinmetz et al.,
2009; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000):

• Configural invariance – the basic type of invariance which occurs if the same
model fits the data in all participating countries. Here, configural invariance
means that the three manifest variables can be considered indicators of a sin-
gle latent concept of ageism in all the countries. This model’s validity is a
necessary, but not sufficient condition for comparability of the concept across
states.

• Metric invariance – occurs if the condition of configural invariance is satisfied
and, at the same time, regression coefficients λ1, λ2, and λ3 are equal across
countries. While this type of invariance does not legitimize comparing means
or scores for individual manifest variables, it is a necessary condition for
comparing relationships across countries as well as for comparing latent
means (Saris & Gallhofer, 2007, pp. 342–346; Steinmetz et al., 2009). By
latent means we understand mean values of the latent concept calculated from
the manifest means of indicators and known values of slopes and intercepts.
The latent mean is a relative quantity because it is constrained to 0 for one
group (the reference group). Latent means thus help us compare the value of
the concept between the groups (countries) under investigation even in the
absence of the third type of invariance measurement, scalar invariance (Byrne,
2001).

• Scalar invariance – occurs if the condition of metric invariance is satisfied
and, at the same time, intercepts τ1, τ2, and τ3 are equal across states. It is
only in the presence of scalar invariance that the same measurement models
apply to the different countries and, in turn, different values of both the
observed concept and the different manifest variables can be interpreted as
substantial differences in the value of the latent concept of ageism (making
means comparable).

The relatively strict requirement of supporting all three types of measurement
invariance often results in rejecting the hypothesis of measurement invariance of
across countries (Milfont & Fischer, 2010; Robert et al., 2006; Schmitt & Kuljanin,
2008; Steinmetz et al., 2009; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). For this purpose,
researchers have attempted to prove that partial invariance is a sufficient condition
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of data comparability (Baumgartner & Steenkamp, 1998; Byrne, Shavelson, &
Muthén, 1989). Partial invariance occurs if most of the model’s parameters are
invariant across the groups (states) analyzed, while some regression coefficients and
intercepts can be omitted. Based on these authors’ arguments, I will consider the
presence of at least two invariantly measured indicators of the concept of ageism as
a sufficient condition of comparability.

I will test the second and third hypotheses about the sources of any lack of mea-
surement invariance by attempting to identify separate models of invariance mea-
surement for different groups of European states. If such separate models are
identified, their parameters will be compared. Different values of regression coeffi-
cients or intercepts in ageism measurement models across Europe will be used to
interpret the possible sources of the lack of measurement invariance and, in turn, to
confirm or reject the second and third hypotheses.

Criteria for testing and interpreting the models

The LISREL software was used for data analysis. First, covariance matrixes, means,
and standard errors of the variables were computed for each country. Based on
these input data, the models to test were specified.

Since the latent variable in the model does not have its own scale, such a scale
must be set by constraining one parameter λ to 1 and one parameter τ to 0. Then,
the latent concept’s scale is equal to that of the given indicator. The decision which
indicator is the most suitable for constraining may affect the results of partial invari-
ance testing across states, for example when exactly one non-equivalent indicator is
constrained (Schmitt & Kuljanin, 2008; Steinmetz et al., 2009; Vandenberg &
Lance, 2000).

In the following analysis, I will constrain each latent concept scale to equal vari-
able y3, i.e. the question about experience with age discrimination. I chose so because
the wording of Question 3 includes the most specific examples which can be expected
to be met with the most consistent understanding by respondents across nations.
While this thesis is intuitive, it can be assumed that respondents from different nations
are more likely to agree on what is or is not ‘insult, abuse or refusal of services’ (see
Question 3), compared to what is or is not ‘showing prejudice or unfair treatment’
(see Question 1) or ‘ignoring or patronising’ (see Question 2). At the same time,
Question 3 inquires about a very clear and extreme act of ageism in society. While
Questions 1 and 2 rather measure the emotional perceptions of hostility, the third one
identifies experiences with physically apparent discriminatory actions. Thus, any
higher levels of parameters λ1, λ2 in some countries will be interpreted as higher sensi-
tivity in identifying actions crossing the line set by Questions 1 and 2.

To confirm or reject tested models is a complex decision and different authors
do not agree on the most suitable procedure (some of these discussions are summa-
rized, for example, by Arbuckle & Wothke, 1999 or Byrne, 2001). There is a large
number of criteria for testing models in confirmatory factor analysis and a large
number of recommendations on cutoff values for the different parameters (Arbuckle,
1999; Bollen, 1989; Byrne, 1994; Milfont & Fischer, 2010; Schmitt & Kuljanin,
2008; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). It is beyond the possibilities and ambitions of
this article to contribute to this methodological discussion. Therefore, in the
following, I merely summarize the rules I derived from other authors’ recommenda-
tions and used for the tests presented in the empirical section.
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To decide whether the tested models fit well, I will use several criteria in line
with consensual recommendations for the method of confirmatory factor analysis.
The basic requirement for a model to be accepted lies in low level of the χ2 statistic
and statistical insignificance of this test. The χ2 test works with the zero hypothesis
that the covariance matrix of observed values is equal to the matrix estimated on
the basis of the model. If the test is statistically significant, the hypothesis is
rejected and an alternative hypothesis about lack of fit is accepted (residue values
are too high). It is even more suitable to consider the level of the χ2 statistic rela-
tively to the number of degrees of freedom, while this text will work with a cutoff
value of χ2/df = 3 (Arbuckle, 1999).

It has been debated whether the χ2 statistic represents a sufficient criterion for
confirming or rejecting the model, especially given its dependence on sample size
N (Bollen, 1989). Therefore, I will use other goodness-of-fit indices as well. The
root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), currently one of the most fre-
quently used goodness-of-fit indices, will serve as another criterion of a model’s
overall validity. Its value should not exceed the recommended limit of .05, or .08 at
maximum (Arbuckle, 1999).

I will also check two indicators comparing the model with a baseline model, i.e.
one assuming no correlation between manifest variables. The Tucker Lewis index
or non-normed fit index (NNFI) and the comparative fit index (CFI) are examples
of such indicators. They range between zero and one, and models with values close
to one are considered as fitting the data. In this article, I will work with the cutoff
value of .95 (Arbuckle, 1999).

Furthermore, I will identify the levels of modification indices. Modification indi-
ces help us identify any improvement in the tested model achieved after including a
specific relationship in the model by estimating decreases in the level of the χ2 sta-
tistic (Arbuckle, 1999). In the following text, models with no modification indices
of six or more will be considered good.3

Results: ageism measurement invariance in the ESS4

Testing the hypotheses about lack of measurement invariance across Europe

In the first step towards answering the research question, I tested the configural
invariance model by freeing all model parameters (except those constraining the
scale of the latent variable). In the second step, I constrained the regression coeffi-
cients λ as invariant across states (metric invariance), and in the third step, I also
constrained the intercepts τ (scalar invariance). As the results in Table 1 demon-
strate, only the configural invariance model fits the data across all countries. In con-
trast, for metric and scalar invariance models yield unacceptable results.

Based on this finding, the first hypothesis can be accepted, namely that ageism
measurement is not invariant across all participating states. In order to determine

Table 1. Results of the invariance models for all 29 states.

χ2 df χ2/df P RMSEA

Configural 34.5 45 .76 .87 .000
Metric 318 54 5.9 .000 .145
Scalar 650 101 6.4 .000 .146
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which countries can be considered comparable, the models were adjusted along two
lines: (1) by freeing some model parameters, evidence of at least partial measure-
ment invariance will be obtained; and (2) some states were excluded from the anal-
yses because their measurement models are fundamentally different. By applying
these steps gradually,4 I eventually identified a partial metric invariance model5 and
a partial scalar invariance model6 for 16 and 12 countries, respectively. The results
of these models are presented in Table 2.

According to the results, which countries can be used to compare relationships
between variables and to compare latent means? In other words, which countries
fulfill the conditions of partial metric invariance? They are as follows: Belgium,
Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary,
Norway, Portugal, Russia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, and the UK.

And which countries can be compared on the basis of mean values of ageism
experience or scores for each question (i.e. which fulfill the conditions of partial
scalar invariance)? They include all of the countries mentioned in the preceding par-
agraph except Greece, Norway, Russia, and the UK.

Using the latent means of the concept of ageism towards seniors in society
which can be computed in LISREL, we can finally obtain an empirically more sta-
ble alternative to the original Graph 1. Compared to Graph 1, it includes less states
and the concept of latent means it works with is more difficult to interpret. How-
ever, it can be verified methodologically, which makes its interpretation more per-
suasive. Graph 2 informs us that the level of ageism toward seniors is the highest
in the Czech Republic and Russia; followed by a considerable distance by Greece
and Bulgaria. At the other extreme, there are Norway, Switzerland, and the UK.
Generally speaking, the problem of ageism toward seniors is the most prevalent in
countries with a communist past. In the next step, data from the 12 countries fulfill-

Table 2. The resulting partial metric and scalar invariance models for selected countries.

χ2 df χ2/df P RMSEA

Partial metric invariance, 16 European states 27.9 21 1.33 .14 .037
Partial scalar invariance, 12 European states 39.9 31 1.29 .13 .034

Graph 2. Comparing latent means of ageism in countries fulfilling the requirements of
partial metric invariance.
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ing the conditions of partial scalar invariance can be used for a more precise analy-
sis of the cultural causes of ageism.

Testing the hypotheses about the cultural sources of the lack of measurement
invariance

The states whose ageism measurement is not equivalent to measurements in the 12
European countries included in the partial scalar invariance model in Table 2 are as
follows: Croatia, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Lithuania, The Nether-
lands, Norway, Poland, Rumania, Russia, Slovakia, Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine, and
the UK. Since these countries have different ageism measurement models, it makes
sense to ask about the causes of such lack of measurement invariance.

We can get some answers by estimating the parameters of separate measurement
invariance models for the states mentioned in the preceding paragraph and comparing
them with the parameters of the partial scalar invariance model in Table 2. Two fur-
ther models of partial scalar invariance between those countries can be identified
(Table 3). The first one includes Denmark, Germany, Norway, Sweden, and the UK.
The other one confirms measurement invariance for Croatia, Greece, Lithuania,
Poland, Rumania, and Russia. The remaining countries (Ireland, Israel, The Nether-
lands, Slovakia, Turkey, and Ukraine) have such highly specific parameters of ageism
measurement models that they correspond with none of the three models identified.

In order to confirm or reject the hypotheses about the effects of cultural back-
ground on sensitivity towards acts of prejudice and disrespect (Hypothesis 2) and
about social desirability affecting the intercept (Hypothesis 3), it is necessary to
identify the specific values of parameters in the different models. They are stated in
regression equations (5)–(13). The equations are organized in three blocks which
correspond to the three groups of countries whose models of ageism measurement
models are being compared. Each block contains equations representing the
relationship of the three manifest variables with the latent variable of ageism
experience:

Europe 12 (Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland,
France, Hungary, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, and Switzerland)

yprejudice ¼ 0:02þ 1:28� ageismþ n1 ð5Þ

ydisrespect ¼ �0:03þ 1:49� ageismþ n2 ð6Þ

ydiscrimination ¼ ageismþ n3 ð7Þ

Table 3. The resulting partial scalar invariance models for selected countries.

χ2 df
χ2/
df P RMSEA

Partial scalar invariance: Denmark, Germany, Norway,
Sweden, and the UK

19.6 14 1.4 .15 .039

Partial scalar invariance: Croatia, Greece, Lithuania, Poland,
Rumania, and Russia

8.1 14 .59 .88 .000
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Northern Europe +Germany (Denmark, Germany, Norway, Sweden, and the
UK)

yprejudice ¼ 0:02þ 1:66� ageismþ n1 ð8Þ

ydisrespect ¼ 0:01þ 2:03� ageismþ n2 ð9Þ

ydiscrimination ¼ ageismþ n3 ð10Þ

Eastern and South-Eastern Europe (Croatia, Greece, Lithuania, Poland, Rumania,
and Russia)

yprejudice ¼ 0þ 0:88� ageismþ n1 ð11Þ

ydisrespect ¼ �0:07þ 1:31� ageismþ n2 ð12Þ

ydiscrimination ¼ ageismþ n3 ð13Þ

The regression equations are expressed graphically in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4
depicts the linear regression function of answers to the question on level of experi-
ence with prejudice. Figure 5 depicts the same function for the question on level of
experience with disrespect. The x-axis shows the latent concept of ageism whose
scale is constrained to equal the variable measuring experience with age
discrimination. The y-axis shows estimated values of indicators in line with the
models identified.

The above figures and equations make it clear that the values of regression coef-
ficients λ1 and λ2 are higher for Nordic states and Germany, compared to the other
countries. In contrast, these parameters are statistically significantly lower in Eastern
and South-Eastern European countries, compared to the rest of Europe. These
results confirm the second hypothesis. Given the same overall level of ageism in
society, Nordic peoples reflect experience with acts of prejudice and disrespect more
strongly, while Eastern and South-Eastern European nations are rather tolerant
towards these acts. However, the second hypothesis is accepted as non-universal.

Figure 4. Comparing the regression lines for Question 1, experience with prejudice.
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Some nations of Western and Northern Europe are more sensitive to acts of ageism,
but this regularity does not apply elsewhere, and answers by people from different
countries can be compared irrespective of geographic region.

The third hypothesis assumed different values of intercepts across Europe. While
the values of τ1 and τ2 are statistically significantly different between the three
above-mentioned models, Figures 4 and 5 illustrate that the differences are not sub-
stantively large and thus interesting for interpretation. Thus, I have rejected the third
hypothesis about the effects of social desirability on the intercepts.

Discussion

Discussion of the results

The goal of this paper was to test measurement invariance in ageism against seniors
across 29 states in the ESS4 survey. The test results showed that the three questions
about seniors’ experiences with ageism can be considered as indicators of a single
concept of ageism in all 29 states participating in the ESS4. However, the tests of
metric and scalar invariance revealed substantial differences in the parameters of
measurement models between the states observed. Thus, the basic finding of this
research study is that answers to the three questions cannot be simply compared
across all the countries because their measurement is not fully internationally
invariant.

Partial metric invariance was identified across 16 of the 29 states under observa-
tion. In these countries, the latent means of the concept of ageism are comparable,
just like the relationships between its indicators and other variables. However, if we
wanted to analyze the levels of ageism using a more in-depth comparative design,
we should only use data from the above-defined group of 12 states where ageism
measurement was found to support partial scalar invariance. For data from these
countries, different scores of answers to the questions on experience with acts of
ageism can be interpreted as different levels of ageism in these countries, rather
than effects of unequal parameters of the model for measuring the concept.

In order to identify the cultural sources of the lack of measurement invariance
through mutual comparison of model parameters, two further measurement models
were created, one for Northern Europe and Germany and another one for a part of
Eastern and South-Eastern Europe. The three models were compared to illustrate
the fact that invariance can be limited by differences in the ways questions are

Figure 5. Comparing the regression lines for Question 1, experience with disrespect.
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understood. Compared to other European nations, respondents from Nordic coun-
tries and Germany, all of which are countries with longer democratic traditions and
high standards of living, seem to be more sensitive to acts of prejudice and disre-
spect because they relay more frequent experiences with symbolic acts of ageism
for the same levels of ageism experience as such. In contrast, seniors from South-
Eastern and Eastern Europe were found to be much less sensitive to these experi-
ences. Differences between the models’ regression coefficients can be logically
interpreted as evidence of effects of cultural differences on the lack of ageism mea-
surement invariance across Europe.

This research study has two types of limitations. The first one lies in its inability
to satisfactorily and fully interpret the differences between ageism measurement
models across all European states. The second disadvantage of this way of measure-
ment invariance testing lies in the necessity to exclude non-invariant states from
further analysis; a more favorable solution would be to adjust the data in line with
information about specific differences between the measurement models. However,
no methodology for insuring comparability by such ex-post data adjustment is avail-
able at the moment.

Implications for further research

The results of the analyses demonstrated that the problem of lack of measurement
invariance may actually occur even in highly standardized international surveys like
the ESS4. Since this is caused by the countries’ different cultural backgrounds, one
cannot rely on achieving a quick solution by improving the survey methodology in
the preparatory stage of data collection. At present situation, researchers who realize
the pitfalls of the lack of measurement invariance in comparative research can only
work on testing measurement invariance in the questions before any international
comparison begins.

A good news for further comparative research of ageism against seniors in
Europe is that 12 countries have been defined where measurement of a concept as
complex as ageism supports partial scalar invariance. The fact that this group
includes geographically and culturally distant regions means that the study of the
cultural context of ageism promises interesting interpretations.

The results of the above-presented analyses may also inspire researchers
focusing on other types of discrimination in intercultural comparison. Sensitivity for
discrimination on the basis of gender, ethnicity, etc. can be expected to vary analog-
ically to the way nations differ in sensitivity for age discrimination. Generally
speaking, international comparison of opinions about other people’s decency,
fairness, and good conduct will always strongly depend on the cultural context and,
i.e. the standard in which the respondent acts. In view of the above-presented
results, nations with longer democratic traditions and higher standards of living can
be expected to be more sensitive to expressions of discrimination between people.
However, this logic cannot be apriori taken as a given because it may apply
differently in different countries.
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Notes
1. As for other factors influencing measurement invariance, Robert et al. (2006) note that

cultural origin may affect respondents’ very strategies of applying the response scale.
Many authors deal with this issue in the context of response styles. It has been
demonstrated that some nations (e.g. Americans) tend to use the extremes of a scale
while others (typically, Asian nations) are more inclined towards using the scale’s center
(see, e.g. Dolnicar & Grun, 2007, for a complex discussion of this topic in comparative
research). However, in order to test this phenomenon, we need several questions measur-
ing the same phenomenon by means of different scales. Such data on ageism are,
unfortunately, not available as the three questions posed in ESS4 were accompanied by
the same response scales.

2. See www.europeansocialsurvey.org for more information.
3. In contrast to the rest of the above-mentioned statistics, the NNFI, the CFI, and the

modification index are not presented in the tables in the results section, but merely for
the lack of space. For all models presented as valid, the values of these indices are in
line with the criteria described above.

4. Among the 29 participating countries, several different metric or scalar invariance models
can be identified for different combinations of countries. In each case, it is decisive which
specific countries are excluded in the different steps and which parameters are freed. The
resulting models presented are chosen to include the maximum number of countries.

5. The partial metric invariance model took the following form: the same model with one
latent and three manifest variables was tested across the countries; in each case, λ3 was
constrained to 1 and τ3 to 0 and, at the same time, λ2 and τ2 were set as invariant; λ1
was also invariant for Bulgaria, Estonia, Finland, Cyprus, Spain, and Switzerland, τ1 and
τ2 were free.

6. The model of partial scalar invariance took the following form: the same model with
one latent and three manifest variables was tested across the countries; in each case, λ3
was constrained to 1 and τ3 to 0 and, at the same time, λ2 and τ2 were set as invariant;
λ1 was also invariant for Spain, Finland, and Cyprus, τ1 was also invariant for Portugal
and Slovenia, and all parameters (λ1 and τ1) were invariant for Estonia and Switzerland.
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